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The CFDMC marketing plan has two strategies:  The first is to increase and diversity healthcare coalition 

members.  The second is to increase engagement of current members.  Below is a summary of the 

marketing plan from July 1, 2019 to June 30, 2020, and priorities for FY 2020-2021. 

 

For the first strategy, the primary mechanisms for engaging new members is through providing training 

and exercises that assist these healthcare providers in meeting CMS and licensure requirements, and by 

presentations at events where these members gather.  In this fiscal year, we provided multiple trainings 

that members requested, including Hospital Incident Command System (HICS), Nursing Home ICS, Small 

Facilities ICS, and Continuity of Operations Planning.  We also provided multiple exercise opportunities 

for all healthcare providers, including the September 2019 Operation Protect & Secure Drill (an active 

shooter drill held in conjunction with National Preparedness Month), thee tabletops at the December 3 

annual conference (on evacuation, pandemics, and healthcare recovery), and the January 2020 Great 

Tornado Drill (held in conjunction with severe weather preparedness week).  We typically hold the 

annual Generate Confidence (generator drill) in June but this has been postponed until July due to 

COVID.  We partner with county emergency management and ESF8 partners and ask to be included in 

their meetings with healthcare partners.  We also present on the Coalition at state associations.  Over 

the past year, the executive director has presented on the Coalition and the benefits it provides to 

healthcare members at several county emergency management healthcare workshops and state 

association meetings.  
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These efforts have been extremely successful.  The Coalition has increased individual members from 

1,120 individual members and 478 organization members in June 2019 to 1,735 individual members and 

658 organization members as of May 31, 2020. 

 

The second strategy is to increase engagement of current members.  Engagement strategies include a 

CFDMC member orientation letter, surveying members following trainings or meetings, an annual 

training needs assessment, and an annual member of the year and leader of the year recognition.   

 

The Coalition continues to consider marketing a high priority.  In an annual review of the strategic plan, 

the following objectives were identified and will be implemented over the coming year: 

 

Goal:  increase Diversity 

Objective Strategies Lead 

By 2021, Expand and 

Diversify Members 

• Use data to identify gaps (update) 

• Demonstrate membership value (use of virtual 

drills and trainings to meet licensing/CMS 

requirements) - ongoing 

• Present at county emergency management 

healthcare workshops - ongoing 

• Identify actions to engage EMS, long-term care, 

and other members (blood banks, etc.) by 6/30/20 

(this has been delayed due to COVID and will be 

completed by 12/31/20) 

Executive 

Director 

By 2021, Develop 

Marketing Strategy 

• Increase communications (re-institute monthly 

newsletter) 

• Highlight effective responses 

• Make Coalition as “household name” by 

developing a branding slogan 

• Effectively use social media to increase awareness 

of/engagement in coalition (social media policy 

approved by Board) 

Executive 

Director 

 

 


